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Let’s keep
working together to...

We’ve already
achieved so much

Halving The
National Debt

WiFi In Every
High School

One Laptop For
Every Child

A High Standard of
Healthcare for All

Pioneering
Renewable Energy

Helping First
Time Homeowners

Low-Interest
Student Loans

The Highest Minimum
Wage In The Region

Equal Pay For
Men & Women

Creating A
Sustainable Future

Sustainable
Farming

Helping To Start
New Businesses

More Exports To The
USA Than The Eastern
Caribbean Combined

Modern
Manufacturing

The Fastest
Economic Growth
In The Caribbean

««Strengthen the
whole Federation
««Create a 100%
green economy
««Invest in innovation
««Champion equality
and diversity
««Give our children
the best education
««Promote cohesive and
vibrant communities
««Promote a safe and
peaceful society
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Onward
and Upward
My fellow citizens,
We have much to be proud of in our beautiful Federation. Our hard
work over the last five years has made us a leading nation in the
Caribbean. Now we can look to a bigger and brighter future
– a future of green energy, technological innovation, world-class
education and healthcare, and diverse employment opportunities
for our entire population.
The stage has been set under your Labour government for St. Kitts and
Nevis not only to be the No.1 country in the Eastern Caribbean, but the
smallest developed country in the world. In this document you will find
the comprehensive proposal of the St. Kitts and Nevis Labour Party on
how we will take our Federation to the next level. The Labour party
was founded to become the voice of the people and our commitment
remains unchanged: we will continue to deliver real progress and real
change for the people of St. Kitts and Nevis, both at home and around
the world.
To achieve this, the Labour party is changing. We are proud to present
to you our young, vibrant candidates; our fresh policy proposals; our
visionary alliance with our brothers and sisters in Nevis; and of course
our stronger-than-ever desire to continue to serve you.
We have selected the best and brightest among us to represent the
people of our Federation. As individuals we are uniquely equipped
to move St. Kitts and Nevis forward with a breadth of expertise
ranging from medicine to law, engineering to finance, technology
to management and beyond – precisely the blend of insights and
specialties necessary to formulate responsible policies in an
increasingly complex world.

As a team, we bring to you balance and diversity, youth and wisdom,
dynamism and experience, brought together through shared beliefs in
the motto of our party, “For The Good That We Can Do.”
Not all times were easy. The 2010 election was a celebration of
democracy and progress across our beautiful nation. Yet the mandate
we received was to ensure progress despite the adverse financial
environment. Together we embarked on a journey to save our blessed
Federation from the turmoil of the global financial crisis. And we did it.
And so here we are again, the men and women of our blessed Federation,
about to decide for ourselves exactly who shall be made responsible,
in Cabinet and in Parliament, for the decisions that will determine the
direction of our beloved St. Kitts and Nevis.
What we have achieved is worth maintaining. Let’s give our brothers
and sisters, our mothers and fathers, our sons and daughters a chance to
continue benefitting from real progress and real change. Thank you for
your support. And may God bless St. Kitts and Nevis.
Sincerely yours,
Hon. Dr. Denzil L. Douglas
Prime Minister of St. Kitts and Nevis
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Our Vision
The St. Kitts and Nevis Labour Party will lead the Federation of St. Kitts and Nevis to the next level of progress
and development. Having set an example for countries around the world, it is time for our nation to rise to new
heights of progress, by eliminating all poverty, by upgrading our education and perfecting our healthcare, by
protecting our unique environment while harnessing the latest technological innovations.
The Labour party has already designed and implemented the successful transition from agriculture to a diversified
economy and the smooth passage through the international financial storm. It is now time to dedicate our efforts to
take our country and people to the next level.
We will do this by prioritising six core pillars:

Pillar 1 : Progress for All

Pillar 4 : Building the Future

Pillar 2 : Technology and Innovation

Pillar 5 : Empowering Youth

Pillar 3 : A Green Economy

Pillar 6 : A Modern Nation

We are one nation, one Federation, and we
will strive to strengthen the bonds between
St. Kitts and Nevis while ensuring fair, open
and trustworthy governance.
We are committed to creating a future for
St. Kitts and Nevis that embraces innovation
and allows all our citizens to live connected,
enriched, twenty-first century lives.
We will maintain our position of economic
leadership in the Eastern Caribbean, building
an expanding economy that is smart,
sustainable, and benefits the whole Federation.
1

We must pass on a strong Federation to future
generations, through infrastructure investment,
the modernisation of our industries, and the
delivery of a world-class healthcare system.
Our citizens must be equipped to face the
challenges of an evolving global market, so
we will continue to strengthen our education
system’s academic and vocational curricula.
Our twin islands are home to a rich and diverse
culture that must be celebrated and protected.
Our citizens deserve the opportunity to thrive,
innovate and advance their Federation.
2
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Challenges &
Achievements
Our nation, like the rest of the world, was confronted with a global economic crisis the likes of which had not
been seen in almost a hundred years. Around the world, in countries large and small, schools and hospitals were
closing. Governments were unable to pay their civil servants. Major projects were halted. Government workers
were sent home by the thousands. For many nations, hope departed and despair stepped in.
The Labour Government ensured that the people of St. Kitts and Nevis were spared the trauma and humiliation
that millions abroad were being forced to endure. Following years of hard work St. Kitts and Nevis can today
boast the highest rate of economic growth in the entire Caribbean – a higher rate than many of the world’s
economic powerhouses.

During and in the aftermath of the crisis, our Federation attracted more foreign direct investment than any of
its neighbours. It exported more manufactured products to the United States than all other Eastern Caribbean
nations combined. It slashed the national debt in half. Major development projects moved forward unimpeded.
Free skills training was provided for the people. There was a revolution in local homeownership.
The St. Kitts and Nevis Labour Party is and always has been the party of the people in our Federation. Across the
country, real progress and real change are improving living standards through better roads, new developments
and parks for our communities, VAT-free days and reduced energy costs, a booming tourism industry, increased
wages and the expansion of the National Health Insurance Scheme.
St. Kitts and Nevis has earned a steady stream of positive reports from the International Monetary Fund. The
British Commonwealth asked our Prime Minister Dr. Denzil Douglas to lead its delegation in talks with the world’s
leading financial institutions on the economic prospects of small states. The Governor of the Eastern Caribbean
Central Bank in 2014 declared St. Kitts and Nevis “the bright spot” of the Eastern Caribbean.

Our Federation is now #1 in the region for:
• Economic growth
• Renewable energy
• Direct foreign investment
• Manufactured exports to the United States
• Wages that, by law, can be paid to workers
• Government-initiated skills training programmes
• Government-initiated job placement programmes
• Government-initiated entrepreneurship programmes
• Land and home ownership for nationals
• Support for vulnerable members of society
• Personal banking deposits
• Citizenship by Investment Programme performance

3
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PILLAR 1

PROGRESS
FOR ALL
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A Stronger
Federation
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The Contract for Progress signed between the St. Kitts -Nevis Labour Party and the Nevis Reformation Party
for the expansion of real progress and real change on both islands will set the foundations for an even more
harmonious relationship between our islands.
The Contract was presented on the 18th of December 2014 by Prime Minister Douglas and the Political Leader
of the NRP, the Hon. Joseph Parry, during celebratory events that linked Basseterre and Charlestown, signalling
an era of even greater cooperation.
The ground-breaking terms of the Contract for Progress that have been proposed include:

«« Deciding appointments to Cabinet, government boards and
corporations based on the principle of equity and fairness
«« Initiating dialogue for constitutional reform in order to increase
political stability and strengthen democratic rule
«« Expanding the mandate and reach of the SIDF to further
empower Kittitian and Nevisian nationals
7
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«« Promoting education through the expansion of the Clarence
Fitzroy Bryant College to University status, as well as through the

Truly One Federation

expansion of tertiary education scholarships
«« Ensuring that the National Health Scheme covers the entire
population in St. Kitts and Nevis
«« Further modernising the Federation’s Police Force and Fire and
Rescue Services by allocating additional resources for more staff,
equipment and training
«« Supporting small and medium enterprises to boost

Our Constitution allocates clear areas of responsibility to the Nevis Island Administration and successive NIAs
have rightly insisted on their autonomy in these areas. The Labour party respects this and understands the
importance of both islands working together with mutual respect and understanding. To further strengthen
the bonds between our people, Labour will:

«« Raise awareness in Nevis of the federally established free and
comprehensive National Healthcare Insurance Scheme
«« Ensure that students in Nevis are aware of the further education

entrepreneurship and establish the Federation as a

opportunities for which they are eligible, including locating a

regional economic nexus

CFCB campus on Nevis

«« Making SKNANB land acquired through the land-for-debt swap

«« Seek out highly qualified Nevisians to serve as trainers in the

available at reasonable cost for local agriculture, housing

federal skills and services training system to prepare Nevisian

and businesses

students for overseas college/university certification

«« Improving multi-sectoral infrastructure across the Federation
and between Basseterre and Charlestown

«« Strengthen Charlestown crime scene protection and
surveillance capabilities
«« Rebuild the New Castle Police Station to incorporate living quarters
«« Establish an outreach programme to ensure that Nevisians are
aware of and use services accessible via the Nevis Federal Office
«« Establish a Nevis-based Federal Constituency Empowerment
Office focusing on parenting, juvenile guidance, and other social
development initiatives
«« Establish a framework for greater collaboration between the
Federal Government and the Nevis Island Authority for the
pursuit of coordinated growth

9
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Good Governance
and Reform
To ensure political stability and harmony across the Federation, the Labour party will take immediate and
proactive measures to engage the public in discussions regarding the Federation’s Constitution, as a means
of furthering its record of good governance.
The fair, efficient, and professional provision of services is a paramount responsibility of government.
Therefore, Labour will:

«« Table legislation guaranteeing the accurate representation
of the public will in parliament, by establishing a by-election
mechanism in case of the resignation or defection of an MP
«« Examine the possibility of establishing a St. Kitts Island
Administration to mirror the Nevis Island Administration
while maintaining the Federal Government and its Federal
Assembly representative of all citizens
«« Establish and enforce a charter between the civil service
and the public governing matters pertaining to government
applications processes
«« Establish the position of Contractor General to ensure
transparency in bidding processes for government contracts
«« Protect our outstanding achievements in debt and fiscal
management by introducing fiscal responsibility legislation

Consumer Protection
«« Strengthen consumer protection legislation and establish an
independent Consumer Protection Authority to further
protect consumers
12
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Citizenship
by Investment
The impressive rate of economic and social development that has made our Federation the most prosperous
nation in the Caribbean has been the result of our diversified economy, and has been significantly aided by the
Citizenship by Investment programme and the establishment of the Sugar Industry Diversification Foundation.
The benefits of these initiatives are evident in all aspects of our lives, including our education, our healthcare, our
infrastructure and our income.
Designed and tailored for the fluid international environment of the 21st century, the Citizenship by Investment
programme is an institution that has to keep evolving. The Labour Party is committed to safeguarding our nation’s
interests and collaborating harmoniously with our international partners. To comply with an increased need for
security both nationally and internationally, Labour has ensured that there will always be an on-going process of
review and enhancement, particularly where the due diligence component of the programme is concerned.
To further develop the CBI programme for the benefit of all Kittitians and Nevisians, Labour will:

The revenue generated by the Citizenship by Investment
programme has made the existence of the Sugar
Industry Diversification Foundation possible. In turn, the
SIDF has played a crucial role in financing a multitude
of programmes designed to provide Kittitians and
Nevisians with the means to follow their dreams. The
SIDF has played a historic role in transforming our
nation, financing programmes related to many aspects
of our lives, including:

«« Social services
«« Agriculture
«« Housing
«« Tourism
«« Education

«« Implement the recommendations of international consultants
and Cabinet-appointed implementation team for strengthening
the CBI programme and maintaining its reputation as the most
successful globally
«« Update the laws and regulations governing the CBI programme
to protect its integrity via regulation and the active prevention
of abuse
«« Collaborate with regional countries that operate CBI
programmes to establish common standards across the region
«« Work with foreign governments to ensure only law-abiding
persons are allowed access to the CBI programme
«« Commit more CBI revenue to debt reduction with a view to
ensuring all public debt is fully paid off by 2020
13

«« Infrastructure
«« SMEs
«« Concessional loans for large
corporations
The SIDF has made it possible for thousands to develop
skills that allow them to take advantage of opportunities
in a range of industries. The SIDF has contributed not
only to our financial but also to our social progress as
a nation.
By providing the youth of our Federation with genderneutral opportunities for job training and business, it
has transformed our society by opening up lucrative
professions to the women of our nation, particularly
in construction and development. Simultaneously, it
has empowered our men to enter non-traditional and
important fields, like nursing.
14

PILLAR 2

TECHNOLOGY
AND
INNOVATION
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Creating
the Future

«« Expand our trading relationships to
maintain our position as the No. 1
regional exporter of hi-tech products
«« Provide targeted training for Kittitians

Over the last five years St. Kitts and Nevis has made
clear its place in the twenty-first century through
pioneering initiatives like the One Lap Top Per Student
programme, improvements to public Wi-Fi access
across the Federation, and the rapid development of
new industries which have made us a leading regional
exporter of hi-tech products.
Labour is committed to the continued modernisation of
life across the Federation, from home and schoolroom
to office and fields, so that St. Kitts and Nevis may
continue to be a technological leader in the region
in order to create a country befitting the aspirations
of future generations. To deliver on our vision of a St.
Kitts and Nevis ready for the future, Labour will:

«« Extend the reach of publicly
accessible Wi-Fi
«« Expand the One Laptop Per Student

17

and Nevisians of all ages, to equip
them to find employment in modern,
sustainable sectors
«« Develop accessible e-government
systems to make engagement
between the public and government
bodies quicker, easier and
more transparent
«« Pioneer research and provide
financially subsidies for development
of technologically advanced
green industries
«« Continue to modernise agricultural

programme across even more

methods and environmental

education levels so that our students

protection initiatives in order to create

and our teachers are suitably equipped

sustainable environments for

for technology-based futures

future generations
18
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PILLAR 3

A GREEN
ECONOMY
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Going 100% Green
Green energy is sustainable, affordable, and abundant. The geography and climate of our Federation provide
a unique opportunity to establish a 100% green energy environment. By enhancing the on-going transition
to a green economy, Kittitians and Nevisians will be able to enjoy clean, affordable energy while our country
becomes a larger regional and international exporter of energy, expertise and equipment.
To pave the way for this, Labour will:

«« Establish an independent Energy Commission to regulate, supervise and
advise businesses and the public sector
«« Introduce additional legislative initiatives to strengthen the country’s ongoing transition from a fossil fuel to a renewable energy economy
«« Facilitate the timely development of geothermal potential on Nevis and
explore geothermal potential on St. Kitts
«« Seek international investment for solar and wind-powered energy production
«« Develop wind farm in Belle Vue
«« Explore establishing underwater cables to initiate energy trading in the
CARICOM region
«« Expand installation of solar panels on affordable homes constructed by the
National Housing Corporation
«« Expand the existing solar and LED lighting network along our nation’s roads
«« Develop legislative initiatives to encourage private construction of green
homes and the green remodeling of traditional homes
«« Eliminate VAT for low energy consumption devices to increase the number
of environmentally friendly households
«« Provide financial incentives for the purchase of hybrid and electric vehicles
22
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A Farming
Revolution
The shift of our economy from sugar to one that is truly diversified has created a
wealth of opportunities in non-sugar agriculture. Now an exporter of agricultural
produce to St. Croix, St. Maarten, Anguilla, Antigua and other neighbouring islands,
our Federation can grasp the opportunity to become a producer and processor of
top-quality organic food.
Boosts in domestic demand and exports will increase both living standards and
revenue for our nation.
To further strenghten the agricultural sector, Labour will:

«« Construct soil-testing laboratories to
protect the public from dangerous
pesticides/chemical residue
«« Establish an Agriculture Development
Fund to provide grants and soft loans
to farmers
«« Construct a new abattoir following

Farming
«« Provide incentives to farmers for the
production of top-quality and organic
food products
«« Strengthen farmers’ links with tourism
related businesses to encourage the
consumption of local produce
«« Construct additional irrigation ponds
and dams nationwide
«« Construct additional shade and green
houses in designated areas
«« Use modern techniques to control and
repel pests, such as those now used at
the Eco-Park
«« Establish a hydroponic farming project
in Challengers
«« Strengthen the existing collaboration
between PEP and our Federation’s farmers

modern standards of hygiene and
public safety
«« Expand agro-processing opportunities

«« Work with Ross University and local

for Kittitians and Nevisians by

businesses in areas of agricultural

expanding and commercialising the

research

agro-processing unit
«« Intensify the Bont Tick and
Dermatophilosis campaigns
23

Livestock

«« Enhance livestock through pasture
development and importing superior
specimens for breeding
24
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Fisheries
Agricultural Commerce
«« Construct a new multi-purpose Public
Market in Basseterre
«« Upgrade and expand the existing
Co-operative building
«« Construct an electronically equipped Cooperative Society incubation building
«« Provide new incentives to encourage the
formation of additional co-operatives

«« Develop an extensive fish farm
facility (aquaculture) in Conaree
«« Expand operations at Basseterre
and Old Road fisheries
«« Establish a fisheries complex in
Dieppe Bay
«« Establish a fisheries outlet and
fish cleaning facility close to
Basseterre public market

«« Strengthen co-operatives through even higher
levels of technical and financial support
«« Fully refurbish and upgrade the Sandy Point
public market
«« Explore the possibility of supplying cruise
ships with local produce
«« Establish modern agricultural services
facility at Fahies

Natural Environment Rehabilitation
and Improvement
«« Expedite the pace of the coconut palm
rehabilitation project on St. Kitts
«« Undertake reforestation in areas damaged by
natural disaster or human activity, such as at
Mango Walk, Banta Ghaut and Church Ghaut

25
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Boosting Tourism
Visitors continue to arrive by both sea and air as 5-star developments and eco-tourism initiatives further enhance
our Federation’s international appeal. The St. Kitts and Nevis tourism sector exists to provide sustainable
employment, business and entrepreneurial opportunities for the people of the Federation. To further expand
revenue streams and employment options, Labour will:

Infrastructure
«« Redesign and upgrade the craft market at Port Zante
«« Construct a second pier at Port Zante to accommodate
on-going growth in cruise arrivals
«« Redesign and upgrade the Basseterre Ferry Terminal to improve
travel between Basseterre and Charlestown
«« Encourage the establishment of local tourism-related businesses
«« Establish an aesthetically pleasing development in Black Rocks
to capitalize on the natural appeal of the area
«« Enhance visitor experience by establishing a scenic outlook
at Timothy Hill
«« Develop Gibbons Outlook as a picturesque lookout point
«« Further expand and upgrade the Robert Llewellyn Bradshaw
International Airport terminal

Luxury Destination
«« Provide increased business and employment opportunities for
locals by establishing St. Kitts as a major luxury yacht destination
«« Explore the option of adding St. Kitts and Nevis to the sailing race
calendar through the organisation of an annual sailing event
27
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«« Encourage luxury development projects,
attracting investors from around the world
«« Identify innovative ways to strengthen
the Federation’s standing within the
event tourism market

«« Develop the tourism potential of
military forts, nature trails, and
community creativity through
Destination Sandy Point
«« Promote the newly built Eco-Park
at Sandy Point as a unique

Enhancing Experiences
«« Expand promotion of Brimstone Hill

tourist attraction
«« Promote the Federation internationally

Fortress as a UNESCO World Heritage

as a vibrant education-tourism centre

Site: a unique destination for visitors and

following the expansion of Ross and

an integral part of Caribbean history

Windsor Universities

«« Develop a Turtle Watching Centre at Keys «« Provide initiatives for the development
«« Transform Spooners Ginnery into a site

29

of agro-tourism facilities, taking

of historical interest and a major

advantage of our nation’s heritage and

tourist attraction

unique landscape
30
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PILLAR 4

BUILDING
THE
FUTURE
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Infrastructure
Developments
Labour will continue the Federation’s infrastructural upgrades and expansions
to ensure the economic progress envisioned in previous sections. By combining
government revenue with direct foreign investment, the Labour party will work to
modernize St. Kitts and Nevis thoroughly, creating a truly twenty-first century nation.
Therefore, Labour will:

Major Projects

«« Continue
to promote
and seek
international
investment
for top tier
development
projects in
St. Kitts and
Nevis
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«« Construct a bridge over the two mile channel between St. Kitts and
Nevis, allowing for the efficient transportation of people and goods
«« Build a modern cross-country highway, directly connecting

Sandy Point

«« Proposed Highway

West Basseterre to Sandy Point
«« Upgrade SKELEC equipment and capacity to anticipate the
increase in green energy production and the CARICOM
energy trade scheme
«« Promote and seek international investment for top tier
development projects in St. Kitts and Nevis
«« Redevelop Central Basseterre as part of the Urban
Development Plan, including land purchase and

Basseterre

new home building
«« Establish the office of City Manager to oversee living
conditions, commercial development, and
management of Basseterre
35
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Targeted community upgrade projects
«« Extend infrastructure upgrades to Middle Island Extension,
Verchilds Heights, and Old Road Green Tree Housing
«« Establish a media centre in Conyers / Verchilds

«« Construct a pier at Pump Bay for the
area’s fisherfolk
«« Establish a multipurpose community
facility in St. Peter’s

«« Establish a theme park at Wingfield Road

«« Restructure the Old Road pre-school

«« Build a bypass road connecting Upper Cayon and Spooners

«« Upgrade the sporting complex in St. Paul’s

«« Create new road networks to improve traffic flows at

«« Construct community centres for

Ottleys, Cayon River, and Old Road
«« Implement complete drainage works at Willetts Project
«« Implement complete road and drainage facilities in Bouncing Hill,
Crab Hill Extension, Farms Housing, and Romney Ground
37

residents of Newtown Ground,
Molyneux and Phillips
«« Upgrade Greenlands Park with an
emphasis on elderly access and wellness
38

“The government
helped in every
possible way to
get my boat in
the water.”
Elroy Jeffers, 58
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Jobs, Jobs, Jobs.......
The Labour party knows that modern, technologically advanced and innovative trade and manufacturing
industries must be a key pillar of our economy. The Labour Government has already ensured that St. Kitts and
Nevis has the highest minimum wage in the region; that long-service workers are entitled to a gratuity when
choosing to leave their jobs; and that unemployment benefits are provided to persons temporarily out of work.
Our Federation’s achievements in the export sector prove the incredible potential for trade and manufacturing.
The Labour Party therefore intends to boost Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) activity as a pillar of our
economy while ensuring a strong protection framework for workers.
To ensure the existence of a vibrant business sector for the benefit of employers, employees and consumers
alike, Labour will:

«« Develop a long-term SME strategic plan to encourage a
culture of enterprise for both St. Kitts and Nevis
«« Revise the Small Business Development Act in order to
expand and strengthen Government’s support for SMEs
«« Table legislative proposals to establish a favourable
administrative and legal framework for SMEs in green and
technologically innovative fields
«« Provide financial incentives for entrepreneurship among
vulnerable groups (youth, single parents etc.)
«« Work closely with the manufacturing sector to implement
the national manufacturing strategy, in order to create 150
new manufacturing jobs this year, and 500 additional jobs by
2020 in environmentally sustainable enterprises
«« Provide incentives for nationals to invest in green energy
production for home consumption and business purposes

39
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«« Introduce guarantees for workers enrolled in the People
Employment Program (PEP)
«« Establish an Entrepreneurship Academy to train new business
leaders of all ages across all sectors
«« Establish a standardized concessions mechanism for SMEs
«« Legislate a one-year grace period for the payment of start-up
fees for new SMEs

Skills development
«« Provide training in business management and marketing to
create and support highly skilled SME owners and employees
«« Work with the private sector to facilitate expanded job
placement commitments
«« Work with building contractors and AVEC to train and support
highly skilled tradespersons

Commerce
«« Construct new commercial vending clusters to boost economic
activity in communities across the Federation, including
Cleverley Hill Strip
«« Establish commercial parks to enhance local trade and
tourism environment across the Federation

41

WE ARE LEADING THE REGION
IN MINIMUM WAGE
								Hourly		Weekly
St . Kitts and Nevis				
EC$9		
EC$320
Antigua and Barbuda			EC$7.51		EC$300.40
Grenada						EC$6			EC$240
St. Lucia						EC$5			EC$200
St. Vincent					EC$4.46		EC$178.40
Dominica						EC$4.05		EC$162
42
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Health and Well-being
The wellbeing of our citizens is paramount to any effort to improve living conditions in our Federation. To ensure
that all citizens have access to healthcare, the Labour party has already begun implementing the National Health
Insurance Scheme. This programme of free, comprehensive health insurance will provide government-funded
vision, surgical, psychiatric, wellness, and emergency health care to all nationals.
The programme already covers police officers, fire and rescue personnel, public school teachers, crossing guards,
hospital and health-centre doctors and nurses, sanitation workers and other individuals in service to the nation,
and will be expanded to cover every person in St. Kitts and Nevis. The Labour party is also committed to improving
the quality of our medical services and minimizing the impact of illness. In order to do this, Labour will:

«« Launch public education programme to erase the
stigma of mental illness so it is seen as a health
challenge, like diabetes, hypertension, and asthma
«« Expand and strengthen focus on women’s health
«« Build a therapeutic pool to aid treatment of diabetics
«« Establish a mental health after-care programme
that provides shelter, psychiatric support and
rehabilitation services
«« Engage specialists to identify and treat not-

«« Create two new hospitals in St. Kitts and one
in Nevis, to provide comprehensive healthcare
services to all Kittitians and Nevisians
«« Continue expanding the Government-funded
National Health Insurance Scheme, with imminent

immediately-apparent hearing and/or vision
challenges in children to avoid these challenges
becoming impediments to learning
«« Take steps to improve cancer diagnosis and
treatment capabilities in the existing hospitals

inclusion of minimum wage earners and nationals
on public assistance
«« Shift the weight of our healthcare system from
hospitals to health centres, by providing top
quality community-level services that are aimed
at prevention and immediate response
«« Open new health centres in areas such as Conaree
«« Establish imaging and infusion centres to further
enhance the quality of healthcare that is
accessible on-island
«« Upgrade the facilities and services of Mary Charles
Hospital in line with other major healthcare facilities
in Federation
43
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PILLAR 5

EMPOWERING
YOUTH

facebook.com/SKNYOUTH
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The Best Start
Education is fundamental to real progress and real change: investing in our people through the empowerment
of youth guarantees a stable and secure future for our Federation. The One Laptop Per Student programme for
example provides high school students with a vital tool for the development of crucial professional skills.
To ensure that 25% of the population will have a university degree by 2025, the Labour party is working to improve
our Federation’s education system at all levels, from pre-school to post-graduate studies, therefore and will:

Early Childhood
«« Introduce child development
specialists for the early detection of
aptitudes and psychological guidance
«« Provide support to private pre-schools
to ensure that staff are properly trained
to provide physical safety, social
development, emotional support and

Education Infrastructure

proper nutrition

«« Review school curricula to improve
relevance and ensure high value

Primary Education

and quality education is provided

«« Extend the One Laptop Per Child

«« Improve athletic programmes in schools

programme to upper level primary

«« Review, assess, and refine after-school

pupils and their teachers

enrichment programmes
«« Continue to provide and improve musical
instruction in all schools
«« Making links with local farmers a
key component of the school

«« Expand role of maths and science
teaching specialists to ensure that
the Federation produces students
equipped to pursue careers in science
and technology

meals programme
«« Establish a digital system for recording the
progress of students from kindergarten to
fifth form
«« Continue to review educational facilities
nationwide with a view to expanding,
upgrading, and transforming facilities
through local contractors
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Secondary Education
«« Incorporate civic responsibility in standard educational
instruction
«« Establish maths and English summer school programmes for
students wishing to improve their performance in these areas
«« Initiate public education campaign highlighting the
importance of the technical education and vocational training
component of our country’s high school curriculum
«« Ensure that the tools, equipment and materials used by
students in woodwork, metalwork, science, technical drawing
equip them to compete effectively in the global marketplace
«« Provide real world experience to TVET students by applying
their expertise to school expansion projects
«« Establish electronic libraries at school research centres
«« Ensure every student, upon leaving high school, has mastered
at least one marketable technical skill as a minimum
«« Revise the health and family life curriculum

Further Education
«« Transform the Clarence Fitzroy Bryant College into a full
degree-granting university
«« Establish a National Tertiary Education Trust to address issues of
access, cost, and quality of tertiary education in the Federation

“Four of my children have received
laptops. The Labour government is
very supportive of parents.”
Karen Philip
49

«« Expand the number of nationals in possession of technical and
vocational work preparation certificates
«« Establish stronger links to the business sector, and promote
strong agricultural focus using greenhouse technology
50
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«« Establish a new Project Strong facility with an
expanded array of programmes, tools
and equipment
«« Establish the National Development Scholarship
Programme which would use the current
scholarship pool to advise students as
to the most critical areas of study
«« Double the number of scholarships (currently six)
available at the Clarence Fitzroy Bryant College
«« Emphasize training, testing and early intervention
in the Federation’s special education programme
«« Enhance and strengthen the skill sets of
Federation’s healthcare providers by expanding
course options in the nursing degree programme
at the Clarence Fitzroy Bryant College
«« Expand the number of courses available within the
early childhood education degree programme at
the Clarence Fitzroy Bryant College
«« Expand the REACH programme
«« Introduce reduced rates and affordable payment
terms for student loans to encourage more people
to take up further education
«« Launch a program for skills and self-esteem
training for young women, particularly young
single mothers
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“The Labour government’s
500 program made it
possible for our family to
become homeowners.”
Diane Green
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PILLAR 6

A MODERN
NATION
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Enriching
Lives
A modern nation champions its cultural distinctiveness,
protecting its heritage and traditions while encouraging
new forms of expression. At the same time, encouraging a
healthy sports culture improves community relationships,
healthy social behaviours and positive outlooks while
reducing the risks of physical and mental illness.
To reap the benefits of a healthy combination of culture
and sport, Labour will:

Culture
«« Establish a National Cultural
Development Foundation to provide
leadership and oversight in culture and

Sport

entertainment training

«« Establish sporting complexes at

«« Institute annual nationwide
competitions in drama, music, dance,

«« Create indoor basketball facilities

writing, poetry and film

«« Build modern netball facilities

«« Establish a Performing Arts Centre
«« Establish a Cultural Academy to allow
for skills training in cultural event

«« Upgrade the Newton Ground
playing field
«« Make sports insurance available

management, promotion and

through the National Health

technical production

Insurance Scheme

«« Create a National Archive body to
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Tabernacle, Conaree and Ottley’s

«« Intensify sports tourism marketing,

preserve our traditions, history

to build on the successes of the

and culture

Caribbean Premier League
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Toward
Community
Cohesion
Cohesive societies are key to the overall health of a nation. The St. Kitts and Nevis Labour Party has always been
and remains committed to promoting inclusiveness for all members of society, regardless of nationality, race,
religion, gender, sexual orientation, or level of physical or mental ability.

«« Launch a public education campaign to stress the importance of
treating all members of society with respect and consideration
«« Ensure government workers at all levels understand that
there can be no discrimination in the provision of government
services and opportunities based on nationality, race, religion,
gender, or sexual orientation

Differently abled individuals

Therefore, Labour will:

Gender and family empowerment
«« Promote leadership training with a view towards increasing the
number of women involved in leadership at the highest level
«« Continue to implement programmes and strategies to close the
income gap between men and women
«« Introduce leadership training to the education curriculum from
primary to tertiary level
«« Establish programmes and provide financial support to facilitate
child development
«« Revitalise female-led cooperative organizations

«« Draft and enact a Disability Bill to enhance public
understanding of the value of differently abled persons
«« Establish nationwide youth/adult partnerships to help
differently abled persons of all ages have a sense of inclusion,
and to promote compassion and humanity as national virtues
«« Expand home care services to aid in meeting recreational and
transportation-related needs of differently abled persons
«« Sign and ratify the United Nations Convention on
Disabled Persons
«« Ensure effective functioning of institutional systems guaranteeing
complete access to education by the differently abled

Combating discrimination
«« Increase the efforts to tackle instances of discrimination
towards non-national residents of St. Kitts and Nevis to create a
welcoming and safe society
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«« Provide budgetary support for sports organizations that cater
to the need of differently abled persons
«« Ensure access to all public buildings and parks by differently
abled persons
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Safety and Security
Safety and security are key to progress and prosperity.
Labour will continue to emphasise rigorous training, upgraded equipment and infrastructure, ever-improving
community relations, and trans-border cooperation as priorities for our police force.
To fulfil the Government’s responsibility to ensure that law enforcement meets its obligation to serve and protect,
Labour will:

«« Provide incentives and youth
awareness initiatives to further
increase the number of police officers
«« Establish community police outposts

development/youth protection
programmes like MAGIC (the Mentoring,
Advising, Guiding and Inspiring Children
programme) to enhance young people’s
ability to withstand negative influences
«« Expand use of radar to identify drivers
who violate the speed limit and
endanger the lives of others
«« Maintain and strengthen the
collaborative ethos that has been built

across the Federation to enhance the

between the Royal St. Christopher &

pre-emptive efficiency of the police force

Nevis Police Force and the St. Kitts and

«« Employ high-priority experts to assist
in training police officers and preparing
for future challenges
«« Respond to the menace of trans-border

Nevis Defence Force
«« Maintain the policy of establishing strong
collaborative relations with regional and
international crime fighting agencies in

crime by employing the latest surveillance

order to share best practices and enhance

and border protection technologies

mutual crime fighting effectiveness

«« Construct a Federal Coast Guard building
«« Meet increasing global threats by
expanding air and sea-port surveillance
«« Introduce incentives and concessions
to encourage greater reliance on home
security equipment
«« Expand placement of CCTV nationwide
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«« Maintain and strengthen youth

«« Strengthen health and life insurance
mechanisms for security officers
«« Expand young offender rehabilitation
programmes by establishing a second
facility in Nevis
«« Tackle gang-related violence through
tougher legislative initiatives
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International Acclaim
Our Federation enjoys outstanding relations with major nations and world leaders, as well as our regional partners.
Prime Minister Douglas has been specifically tasked by CARICOM to lead the region’s education review effort,
while he continues to spearhead the PANCAP efforts against HIV/AIDS and other health-related initiatives as
CARICOM’s lead prime minister on health policy.
Labour will use the Federation’s broad network of diplomatic relations to:

«« Continue humanitarian, regional integration and
international health efforts
«« Identify overseas business interests capable of generating
employment, transferring skills and establishing joint
ventures in an environmentally sustainable manner
«« Identify overseas educational establishments with the ability
to undertake joint research projects, secure scholarship
opportunities for nationals, and share expertise
«« Expand and strengthen areas of bilateral co-operation with
nations represented by resident ambassadors in the Federation
«« Press for the inclusion of Taiwan in a range of international fora

Regional Solidarity
«« Ensure CARICOM nationals pay the same fees at the
Federation’s hospitals and Clarence Fitzroy Bryant
College as locals
«« Ensure CARICOM and OECS nationals are afforded the full
protection of their respective treaties
«« Reduce the time required for citizenship to 7 years and for
residency to 3 years
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THE WINNING
COMBINATION
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Springtime Candidates

Staying true to our history of rebirth and renewal, the SKNLP is proud to present four young candidates for this
election. Four exemplary young citizens who embody the qualities and the values on which our Federation was built,
and on which it relies to move forward. These four outstanding examples of hard work and discipline have stood up
to defend their beliefs and to represent their fellow citizens. With them, they have brought exactly what the country
needs at this time – youth and innovation to complement the wisdom and experience of the current Labour Cabinet.

The St. Kitts and Nevis Labour Party has been proudly serving the Federation for 81 years. From our ranks have
come an impressive number of national figures and representatives of the people who have time and again
brought real progress and real change to the lives of Kittitians and Nevisians.

All four springtime candidates – Maynard, Wilson, Gilbert, and Drew – are known throughout our beautiful Federation
for their boundless energy and can-do spirit. The members of their constituencies can attest that for years they
have rolled up their sleeves and worked hard for their constituents, making real progress and real change happen.

Winning Big
For You

A New
Generation of
Represenation

I’ll Stand
By You

Let’s Go
Forward

KONRIS MAYNARD

DR. TERRANCE DREW

DR. VANCE GILBERT

DR. NORGEN WILSON

The undefeated 6-time calypso monarch of St. Kitts
and Nevis, King Konris has answered the higher calling
of service and now offers himself as the candidate for
constituency #3 where he grew up, lives with his wife
and daughter as a computer and electrical engineer.

Born and raised in St Peters, Dr Terrance M. Drew is a
highly certified physician, a grassroots leader who has
worked tirelessly for the advancement of his community.
Dr Drew’s transition into politics is a natural extension
of his commitment to service and the well-being of the
people of Constituency #8.

A practicing medical doctor, Dr. Vance Gilbert has
served the Federation in a multitude of positions: first
and foremost in the medical field, but also within the
St. Kitts and Nevis Defence Force. Upon completion of
his studies in Havana, he returned to Constituency #7,
where he was born, to live and work.

With a clear vision of advancement and enhancement,
Dr Drew will continue to seek new opportunities for the
development of the people of his constituency and the
Federation as a whole. The motto of the St Kitts-Nevis
Labour Party “For The Good That We Can Do” is at the
core of his political aspirations.

Dr. Gilbert uses his community ties to uplift, to
heal and to serve. Once elected, he will take
the initiative to promote welfare programmes,
improve infrastructure and push forward for
institutional reform.

Dr. Norgen Wilson is devoted to serve, protect and
improve the community of Sandy Point and the whole
of St. Kitts and Nevis. He is a medical doctor dedicating
most of his time at Pogson Hospital in Sandy Point, a
lecturer for the nursing programme at Clarence Fitzroy
Brant College, and a second lieutenant and security
advisor to the St. Kitts and Nevis Defence Force.

Konris’ drive and passion to achieve and excel will be a
great asset in his quest to win big for the people of West
Basseterre. Konris will use his creativity and community
spirit to generate momentum for small business,
technology innovation, education opportunities,
sports development, agricultural advancement and
cultural promotion.
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Dr. Wilson’s vision will transform Sandy Point by employing
the history and many talents of the community. His much
acclaimed projects include the Reach Out and Touch
Arts programme in association with the Sandy Point
Art Association (SPARTA), which raised $30,000 for arts
accessibility, and Destination Sandy Point, a multi-sector
programme that will transform Sandy Point to a tourist
centre, highlighting the town’s history and creating new
business activity focused on Cleverly Hill and Pump Bay.
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Wise and
Experienced
Leadership
The St. Kitts and Nevis Labour Party has won the hearts and minds of the people because we work tirelessly to
protect and advance the nation’s interests. Having been democratically elected to represent their constituents,
our MPs and Cabinet Members have added experience in government to their extensive credentials. Over the
years, they have been agents for real progress and real change, as they have served both their constituences
and their country.
Working together with Labour’s springtime candidates, their extensive experience will provide the perfect
complement to the dynamism and innovation of their incoming colleagues.

MARCELLA LIBURD
During her first term as Constituency #2 MP,
Central Basseterre Marcella Liburd oversaw a
surge of economic development and community
infrastructure activity. Her contribution to
Constituency #2 long predates her election, when
she was involved in a number of educational and
community projects.
As a member of government, Ms Liburd has been
instrumental in the fight for gender equality,
family empowerment, crime prevention, improved
healthcare and better education. She has pledged
to continue working in this direction, hoping to
inspire more women to enter politics and seek
positions of leadership.

Progress Through Service

For Constituency, For Country

DR. EARL ASIM MARTIN

GLEN FITZROY PHILLIP

Having chosen a life of service as a medical doctor
and as a public servant, Dr. Martin’s experience in
government spans two decades, during which he has
unwaveringly stood by what is right for the country.
His appointments as Cabinet Minister include
working in infrastructure, gender equality, healthcare
and the environment.

Glenn Fitzroy “Ghost” Phillip has worked tirelessly for
Constituency #4 and country, contributing massively to
the development of St. Kitts and Nevis. His significant
achievements include spearheading the laptop for
students programme; and positioning St. Kitts and Nevis
as the regional leader in cell phone ownership, internet
connectivity, Wi-fi access and computer use. He was also
reponsible for bringing CPL cricket to the Federation.

Constituency #1 enjoys the fruits that successful
leadership and insightful policies can bring when
a caring representative is in place to work for the
benefit of local communities. Dr. Martin is keen
to continue working for progress and to serve the
people of Constituency #1 as he has for the past
twenty years.
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Love Through Service

A passionate believer in advancing youth, his 25
Remarkable Teens project, which highlights those
who have overcome the odds, is especially close to
his heart. A beloved figure, who has been outstanding
in representing St. Kitts and Nevis for years, “Ghost” is
determined to continue “doing more in #4.”
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About Our Prime Minister
Experienced Hands Guiding Progress
The Right Honourable Dr. Denzil Llewellyn Douglas has been a tireless protector of the nation and the people’s
interests. The list of his achievements as Prime Minister of our Federation is long and remarkable. Previously a
high school teacher and medical doctor, he became Prime Minister in 1995 by a landslide, becoming the youngest
individual to fill the post at the age of 42.
Since then, he has skillfully led the country by implementing landmark policies. It was under his leadership that
our Federation’s economy successfully moved from one of a sugar monoculture to one based on manufacturing
non-sugar agriculture, tourism, offshore financial services and information technology.
A few years later, his government would slash the national debt by half, earning praise from international
organisations and major states alike, and setting an example for small state governance. It was due to his insight
and leadership that St. Kitts and Nevis was relatively untouched by the global financial crisis, as seen in the
steady influx of revenue that his administration generated. Prime Minister’s Douglas initiatives have resulted in
ever-increasing prestige, acclaim and investments for St. Kitts and Nevis.
As a natural educator, Dr. Douglas ensured that the One Laptop Per Child programme covered the Federation’s
entire high school population. As a man of government, he has committed to making St. Kitts-Nevis the world’s
first sustainable island state, and has attracted hundreds of millions of dollars in large scale development projects.
Christophe Harbour, Kittitian Hill and the St. Kitts Eco-Park are just a few landmark projects which will always
serve as a reminder of his leadership skills. As a doctor, Prime Minister Douglas has been a recognised global
leader in the fight against HIV and AIDS; in 2013, President Clinton publicly acknowledged his role in the lowering
of the cost for ART drugs. Dr. Douglas is currently CARICOM’s lead Prime Ministerial spokesman on health policy.
As a responsible citizen, Prime Minister Douglas has been guiding our Federation towards renewable energy
production through the construction of solar and geothermal power plants – having already established the
country’s first solar farm at the Robert Llewellyn Bradshaw International Airport, a farm which provides the
power used by the island’s air and sea ports.
Leading the Federation and the Labour party to the next level is Prime Minister Douglas’ focus. And he is supported
by an oustanding team in both experience and innovation. Dr. Douglas has succesfully safeguarded the interests
of the people, and ensured that the standards of living for Kittitians and Nevisians continue to improve. He has
positioned St. Kitts and Nevis as a model state locally, regionally and internationally.
There is only one sound option for our Federation: Prime Minister Douglas and the Labour Party for continued
progress and constructive change.
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